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Dear Reader,

Welcome to this WE, o newsletter for people who
get together to give each other personal support,
examine attitudes, and learn new skills.

Making Family Rules is the topic of this issue. A rule
is "an established guide or regulation for action,
conduct, method, arrangement, etc." according
to Webster's Dictionary.

Every family has rules — some explicit, some
implicit. You can use this issue of WE to help you
examine the importance of rules and how you
make rules in your family.

Some families establish these guides consciously
and deliberately, others wait for a crisis and then
create rules. You can look at:

• how parents choose rules.
• your rules about rules.
•  rules other people hove used.
• games that help children learn rules.
• how to enforce rules.
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RULES AND VALUES-
A Family Heritage
A simple rule — cross the street at the cros.swalk. There
are many simple rules, but the reasons behind them and
the history of their development are complex, and often
not understood or not in awareness.

When we teach a child to cross at the crosswalk, is our

concern safety? Order? Convenience of drivers? Is it
teaching the child self-responsibility? Teaching com
pliance as a good in itself? Or is it that our mothers and
fathers would expect us to teach this?

One way to evaluate the rules in your current families is to
make expressly visible for yourselves the rules and values
you brought from your families of origin.

First, list the most important rules from your childhood
family. These are the rules the adults put the most emo
tional energy into, the rules it was unthinkable to break.
Breaking them was not treated casually.

Go to church regularly.
Don't get caught stealing, or.
Don't get caught stealing.

Next, list the values that your family lived by. Some of
these values may never have been spoken directly, but it
was clear that family members were expected to put
energy into these values and the goals they supported.

Do the best you can and live as well as you can. Or,
Let what you do benefit yourself and others.

• Did your parents or the important adult who raised you
agree on these family values and goals?

• If they did, what happened if a child rejected those
values?

• If they didn't, how did each child in the family respond
to the double messages about family goals and values?

Now, compare the values and goals of your family of
origin to the values and goals you are living by or at
tempting to live bv.
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1 a--!, compare iha coai-- and ^ainc- v nir ianiir '•>'

ovi^ii; ihc iioaU ana ̂ aillc^ a! otbir .ijn!:- a:a
vital in vanr child'^ hid ^poii-^c. partner, cU>-c :eia:ivc.
other aLinli^ i'unetionina faridi. inentbera rh:nk abvHit

the butf'ei o! rule- and values a.re oftenng your ctiild

or chiidreit.

Since lack ot conv^tencv if. lanrii> rule- and value^ pro
vides confusion and double-binds for children, how can

the adult-- in \our fainih come to agreement and provide
children with the consistency they need?

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY
How Do Parents Choose Rules

The purpose of this activity is to help parents share infor
mation about rules and how to make them.

Post a poster

with the Words:

Remember

Borrow

Respond

Anticipate

Tell the group: "Parents usually choose rules in these
four ways."

1. They remember rules from their own childhood.

2. They borrow rules learned by watching or asking
others or by reading.

3. They respond to behavior they do not like by making
rules to change behaviors.

4. They anticipate what safety, convenience and growth
supporting boundaries will be needed and make rules
ahead of time. Parents sometimes engage the child as
an active participant in the rule making.

Say: "We will look at how we chose some of our own
rules."

Leader asks people to write their examples on newsprint
for everyone to see. or invites everyone to take notes, or
hands out folded sheets of paper so people can make their
own "Book of Rules."

Give people lime to list each category before moving to
the next.

1. List some of the rules you remember from your
childhood that you currently use with your children.
Give a couple of examples from your ̂ amily or use the
following. Example from my childhood:

• Everyone eats dinner at si.x o'clock.

• Children help with hou>ehold chores but OK lo
complain about it.

• Children never sa^^v parents.

2. Ideniifv ^ome rule> thai you have bornmed bv avking
other parontv vba: *bcv Jo. watch ne pev-p'.o.
bv reatline

L xaifple If;. -c-.J-g

®  \\ r;ei: vec ha-c '.oJv.he:. put awav ihc breakab!c-
aaJ ie: :he chuJ .vpioi.

•  I ei icc! anJ talk abi-vui al! .ai icvluig-

...nc I each -ver h- "o behave about them.

"ky.aic v>nc -.taaiion where vou made a :uie. vUi

responded, alter sonieone had done NCiineruing that
>011 wanted to pievet.t from happening again \ \anv
pie from m\ current family:

• No putting sniffed animab in the dishwasher.

• No throwing books through the basketball hoop.

4. Share one rule that you made before an issue or situa
tion came up, one that you anticipated. Example from
my current family:

• Use only your own toothbrush.

• No drinking before you are legal age.

When the group has finished all four categories, ask each
person to share one rule she plans to keep and celebrate or
one she plans to change or make.

Rules About Rules
What is more important than the stated rules? Carole
Gesme says that the underlying rules, the often unstated
"rules about rules" are the most important factors in
whether rules work and are enforced or whether rules

don't give support and do lead to confusion, disagree
ment, fights, or uproar.

The following rules about rules were collected from over
thirty people. They are grouped under seven headings.
You may want to add more headings and more rules.

Read them and think about:

• which ones you agree with.
• what additional ones you believe.
• what happens in a family when family member's

rules about rules differ.

1. What are your rules about rules?

• Rules are for babies; if you are responsible and
make a judgment, you don't need rules.

• Rules are not OK to have; they impede children.

• Rules need consistency and solid reasoning in order
to work.

• Rules need to represent a sense of equity and iusiice.

•  It is no fair to hide rules and then cniici/e people for

not knowing them.

• Rules need to be clear and concise.

• Rules need to be identified as negotiable or non-
negotiable.

• Rules need to •it fe purpcie.

• Rule- --hi>uld be -imple to hear. use. under--iand. and
keep.

• Ku'c- are not f.m

•  V . ,r-



t^uic^ are no: !!n;nn:n!!.;. uha: nihi ;ce: like Joina i-
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Ruiev aboni sat'ei> are more iniporian! liran other
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bS important to have rules. ihe\ protee; children
^rnd the child within

hen families get in an uproar about rules, it ma\
be that the rule needs to be updated or it ma\ be a
way to avoid getting close.

.Most of the rules that are tough on families are the
c>nes they don't even know they are following.

Gelatinous rules cause havoc in a family.

Rules create safety when they are appropriate.

In order to be successful, you need to know the
rules.

Rules have to be situational. At best, siiuational
rules give flexibility, .^t worst, it is called character
disorder.

Rules are needed as guide posts.

Rules give structure w hich gives safety and freedom.

Rules help you be fair and reasonable.

People interpret the rule so they can get you.

There are so many rules you can't loosen up.

Become aware of implicit rules that are dysfunc
tional.

Rules are important to prepare kids for the rules
they vvill have when they are older.

Rules help keep society going.

Rules are for tricking people, playing one up and
being critical, but it's OK to play by rules in games.

Some rules are for courtesy toward other people in
the home.

hat about making the rules?

The biggest kid gets to make the rules.

Children need to learn early that parents make the
rules and there are severe consequences for breaking
'.hem.

Make them ahead of need if you think it's important
to success.

^lake them when \ou need thent.

Get as many people involved in making them as you
can.

Make rule^ before kids get >ou in a tight place.

Parents make the rulcv about safety and the welfare
of kids. Kids help make the rest.

Don't lei kids debate rule< inappropriate for ihetn to
decide. Let the parents be parents. Let kids negotiate
what they are learning about.

Making rules makes you scem like an ogre to the
kids avoid making them as much as possible.

V\ hat aboj: following rules?

Rules .ire for other people to toiiow

I 'ne kids have lU' go by the rules but parents and
teachers don't

If everyone played by the rules, life would be fair.
.•\nd I wish everyone would. It would he so much
easier.

If rules aren't stupid and ridiculous. I follow them.
If it is important. 1 don't mind adjusting to the rule.

A rule should be followed unless it is outdated and

needs to be updated or is harmful to yourself or
someone else.

Obey all traffic laws.

Demand that the rationale behind unclear rules be

given.

Even if you follow the rules, you gel accused of
breaking them.

You are supposed to know a rule before it is even
stated.

What about breaking rules?

Rules can be broken.

Don't just figure out why to break a rule, figure out
why to comply as well.

If rules are stupid and ridiculous, it doesn't bother
me to ignore them.

You can't break rules to make things better until you
know the rules.

If there are consequences to not keeping them, the
rules state what the consequences are.

You have to break them to find out if people really
mean them.

Being a rule breaker myself, unless it is consistently
upheld, it is not a rule. If it has ever been broken in
the past, 1 try to break it if it will benefit me.

What about enforcing the rules?

Enforce the rule if it is convenient, don't enforce it if

it will discomfort your children.

Rules should be posted.

Be skeptical about the source and persons enforcing
the rules and comply willingly if the person(s) can be
trusted.

If you need the rule, you need to enforce it.

Enforce rules to teach children, not to punish them.

If a rule is not enforced the rule doesn't matter.

What about changing rules?

Rules don't come naturally. You feel awkward as
you get used to new rules.

Rules need to change, when it makes sense, usually
due to grow th.

People should know the way to change the rules.

Rules change too often.

—Thanks to the facilitators of Self-Esteem: A Family
Affair for their many contributions to this list.

Pernii-si..)!! to reproduce granted by Jean lllsley Clarke



SUGGESTED ACTIVITY

FOR A GROUP
Your Own Rules About Rules

The purpose of this activity is to allow people to discover a
variety of rules about rules and then examine and update
their own rules about rules.

1. Say: "We all have rules about everything, even rules."'
• Ask: "Will several of you give some examples of

rules about rules? We can start by sharing some rules
about rules that we remember from childhood."

• Write the rules on a board or newsprint.

• Give a few examples from the Rules About Rules,
page 2, to help people get started if you need to.

• After you have collected 4 or 5 examples, hand out
half sheets of paper and ask each person to write
his/her current rules about rules on this paper.

2, When everyone has finished writing, ask:

• "Will someone share an example in each category
listed in Rules About Rules?" Ex: Rules about
Rules, Importance of Rules, etc.

• "What qualities make a rule helpful? How can you
tell if a rule is a good rule?"

• Write the group's ideas on an overhead or newsprint
so everyone can see them. People will probably offer
items such as:

The rule must be appropriate to the current
situation.

The rule should protect the welfare of the
most possible people, not be fair to one person
and unfair to the other.

The rule should be understood by everyone.

It is a good idea to post rules so everyone can
see them.

Pa'cm- arc ic-pcn.-;bic lo make ihc rulc^
when :hc children are liiilc. A- 'he children
grow they learn to help make irie rules and
lielp enforce the rule-.

Parents should enforc-c :he fairly but
kindly.

Some rules should be negotiable, some non-
negotiable.

It's OK for a person who has broken a rule to
be uncomfortable, but the penalty for break
ing rules should not be hurtful.

3. After you have collected 10 or more qualities of a
helpful rule, ask people to look at their own rules
about rules, the ones they wrote on their half-sheets of
paper.

• Ask them to examine their rules in light of the
qualities of helpful rules.

4. Ask: "Did anyone find a rule you want to celebrate?"
If so, congratulate them. They may share the rule or
not, as they choose.

•  .Ask: "Did anyone find a rule you want to update or
change?" They may share the rule or not.

• Ask: "Did anyone find a rule you would like some
help changing?" If so, ask the group for ideas or run
a Suggestion Circle.

5. After everyone who wants to talk has had the chance,
ask each person to celebrate silently the thought and
care given to rules today.

This activity can be done individually as well as in a
group.

For use w ith couples or colleagues, have each person iden
tify his/her rules about rules, then compare to see where
there are areas of agreement or disagreement. Celebrate
agreements and discuss how to accommodate disagree
ments.

<3

What Kids Like
Kids like rules

Kids like you to be steody
about ttie rules.

Kids like to test rules.

Kids like to moke rules.
Kids like ttie safety rules
provide.

\ —• y



Why Post Rules?
Rules provide for safety, protection, and family conve
nience. Parents also use family rules to teach children how

to make and keep their own internal rules, rules that will
help them take good care of themselves and others.

In order to do that, children need clear rules, clearly

stated. It is helpful to many children and parents to have
the rules posted so they can read and point to the poster
often to remind themselves and others about the rules.

Childen need some non-negotiable rules so they will leam
that there are some rules we all must obey. (In Australia
everyone must drive on the left side of the street.)

Growing children also need to leam to negotiate mles.
That negotiation teaches them how to think about when,
where, why, how long, how much, who, etc.

Parents start negotiating a few simple rules when the child
is about two by offering choices, all of which are accep
table to the parent. "Do you want to get your sweater or

shall 1 get it?" By the time the child is a late teenager,
almost all rules are negotiable. In this way, children leam
to be responsible for their own behavior.

Rules may be divided as follows:

Non-Negotiable
Heoitti

Safety
legality
Ett)los

Religion
Family Traditions

Parental Preference

Community Customs

Negotiable
Money

Grades

Convenience

Chores

Skill Lev^
Maturity Level
Social Manners

Thanks to Barb Kobe for sharing the following mles for a
family with a three-year-old and an infant.

Our Rules

1. No hitting people.
2. Say "please" and "thank

you."
Put markers and crayons
away so baby won't get them.
Wash face and brush teeth

before bed.

Ail eat at table without TV on.

Before bath, put clothes Into
laundry basket.

3.

Thanks to Mic Johnson for sharing these rules. You can

order an individual poster for $10.00 (includes shipping
and handling) or in quantity for $5.00 each. Write or call:
Michael Johnson, 18025 Hummingbird Road, Deep-
haven, MN 55391. 612 475-1836.

3.

HOUSE RULES
Speak for yourself
.  . and not for anybody else.

Listen to others
. . then they'll listen to you

Avoid put-downs
.. . who needs them

Take charge of yourself
.. . you are responsible for you
Show respect
.. . every person is important

7.

There are a number of whimsically illustrated House
Rules Posters available at Gift Shops and in Mail Order
Catalogues. Here are some examples of the messages.

House ttuLts

If you take It
out, put It bock

If It is hungry,
feed It

if you sleep
In it, moke It

If you open It,
close It

If it's dirty,
clean It

DC
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This home is a

HUMAN SANCTUARY

In This House

We give non-violent

consequences.

We encourage each other.

Each person is an individual.

Everyone is responsible for

his/her own mess and

success.

Everyone is allowed to feel

good about her/his own

body, tuid to have a safe

'bubble' of space.

We talk openly about feelings

and problems.

We don't hit or hurt

Anyone.

-r

Permission to reproduce

•V

We don't put each other

down or call each other

names.

No one is unfavorably

compared to someone

else.

No one is 'rescued' from

learning the important

lessons of life (unless they

are in danger of harming

themselves or others).

No one is to be tricked,

forced or trapped into

unwanted sexual touching.

Big problems are never a

'secret' to be swept under

the rug. j

Source Unknown



Parents ore responsible for the process;
children ore responsible for the results. One
port of the process is making appropriate
rules, following them and enforcing them.

Setting rules is a matter of process, not
prescription.

The process includes:
what do they need?
what do I need?

what does the situation need?

Sometimes what they^need is to learn about
values and what I need is the opportunity to
teach my values.

When a child has iosl /our ir.jst bv breaking a

ruie and lying about it, moke clear to the
child what exact behaviors he will need to

show you to regain your trust. Make the time
frame for doing that appropriate to the
child's age and maturity level.

i
trust

References

Without Spanking or Spoiling by Elizabeth Crary. This
well known book is an old friend to turn to or a new friend

to make when parents are considering rules, structures
and discipline. Crary's Pick Up Your Socks is equally
helpful. Both contain a mix of theories and applications
to help parents parent better. Seattle, WA: Parenting
Press, 1979 and 1990.

In Family Rules Kenneth Kaye compares permissive,
authoritarian, and authoritative types of parenting with
many examples of each. He suggests ways to turn soft,
permissive parenting or harsh, authoritarian parenting in
to firm, loving authoritative parenting. He discusses mak
ing and enforcing rules appropriate to different age levels.
The importance of building competence in all ages and
special problems at certain ages are also addressed. New
York: Walker and Company, 1984.

You can read more about rules in the Structure section of

Growing Up Again by Jean Illsley Clarke and Connie
Dawson.

ERRATA

The July-August 1991 issue of WE on Handling Stress
contains an error. The love affirmations at the bottom

of pages 4 and 5 should read:



H<o-;ping Children Learn Ru
B> I,awre[KT h. Shapiro

[here arc inanv gair.c- >01: car; rniLc n-

learn abcu: rules.

The Rules (lame

Ages 4 - !()

Maierials Needed: Ten 5' x 8 ' index cards, markers,

Polaroid camera (opiionall, 2 shoe boxes

Object: To teach childen the most important rules in the
home or classroom and. the importance of following
them.

The Importance of Rules

Many of the problems that children have at home and in

their classroom come from a lack of structure. Some

children are extremely intuitive when it comes to under
standing what adults expect from them but. others
(typically the ones who are labeled as having ' problems'")
are not. They need very specific guidelines as to what the\
can and cannot do. In other words, the> need clear and

consistent rules.

Rules, like everything a child learns, are understood dif
ferently at different ages. By 18 months, children have
already begun to learn many rules which often fall in the
category of the one word "no." By the time a child is

school age, they have already learned a complex system of
do's and don'ts. But many times adults are not clear
exacts what the rules are, or they arc inconsistent in enfor
cing them. The better that these rules are articulated, the

easier it will be for a child to learn and follow them.

The game^ that follow- can be played in the home or m the
clasNfoom. They are intended to help 'noih the adult and
the child identify the rules that are important, and to
remember them.

Before beginning, the adult should have a l"rank di>cus-

sion concerning rules with the child. '»Vh> arc ihev impor-
tant'.'What are the rules that the child already knows?
What doc^ the child think should iiappen when rules arc
broker.? Adults must stress the \aluc ..r having rules
which ev eryone follows (What vvould harden if there were

no traft'ic lights? What would happen if no one paid
his her taxes?).

Making the (iame

Begin by fitting down v\ith the chiid ai-.d deciding on ihc
ten most important rules in ilic c,old's life. In the

classroom you will want to make thi< a clas^diseu<sion. In

the home you may want to include other men'bers of iie

lamnK. "-iie ihose ten .'des -.lovsn '.oi i p -v.e o! :n
the order of their unpo'tancc .nviuduii; die consCLiiience

s;- ;' Happen- luu-- arc not i\>ilovved t, lUtsc-

..■er'..es can be onv- "lun c\cur nauiraiiv (Rule: (.=.• :o hed
S-0<) p.nt. ConsL-i.;:.encc be ured m tlie nn'rrting.

arid hav e to be on time for ^chool anvwav) or ihev can be
punisfirnenis tor senoir- lule infractions (Rule. Don't
icasc vour baby sisiet , Consequenec' No TV t'oi } davs if
this happens).

; 2.
5. ^

Ct'JP-NCSS

M.

Now take ten 5" v s " index cards and draw a line down
the middle of the card on each side. On one side of the 10
cards, write the numbers 1 to 10, repeating the number
twice (see illustration).

1
On the other side o! eacli card, write the coricsponding
Rule and Consequenceon the top pan of the card. Put the
three most important rule-on cards 1, 2 & 3. Beneath each
rule and consequence, draw a picture representing each
rule and each consequence, or take a Polaroid of the child
doing something which represents the rule and the conse
quence if the rule is broken, and pa-.te the photo in its stp-
propriaie place on the card.

(52: •• \ '
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Now CLii cajh card in two. so thai you ha-.c 20 cardv (10

and 10 consequence^) each with a corresponding
number on the back.

For Jo.su-ooms. ha\e each child make up a deck or" Rule
aiui C onsequence Cards for her himself. Ha\c each child

instia! 'he back o! each card. \\'hen pla\!ng in groups,
each child should contribute 2 or 3 pairs of cards to a
"group" deck.

Playing the Game

There are many games that you can play with your deck of
rule cards. Here are a few, you may think of many more.

1. First Things First:

it is important for children to learn that some rules are

more important than others. Shuffle the 10 rule cards,
and have the child select Rules 1-3 and recite them without

turning the cards over. Turn the cards over to see if he/she

is right. When this can be done 100% of the time, repeat
this with the first 3 Consequence Cards.

2. Remembering Rules:

Shuffle the cards and then lay out all 20 cards with the pic
ture sides up. The child now has to match each rule with
each consequence. Just turn over the cards to see if the

match is right (the numbers will match; for groups, the
numbers and initials will match). This game can be played
by 1-4 children. The child with the most matched pairs is
the winner.

3. Flipping Over Rules:

More active children need more active games. Take 2 shoe
boxes and label one Rules and the other Consequences.
The child(ren) should take the deck of 20 cards, picture
side up, and from 3 to 5 feet away should flip the Rule and
Consequence Cards into the appropriate box. After all the
cards are flipped, remove the cards that have landed in
each box, and the child gets a point for each pair of cards
with matching numbers on the back. Too ea.sy? Move
back a few feet.

4. Exploring Rules and Consequences:

This game is for more verbal children who enjoy telling
and hearing stories. Shuffle the deck of 10 Rule Cards
(more Rule Cards can be added for groups of larger
children), and have the oldest member of the group draw
a card. He/she should then tell a "fairy tale" story about
someone who broke that rule and the magical things that
happened to the hero in the story. The .story should end
with an appropriate consequence and a moral. Each
player gets 5 points for telling a story, 5 points for coming
up with a fitting consequence, and 5 points for the moral
or lesson. When everyone has had a turn, everyone who
has at least 10 points should get a small reward or prize.

Perhaps you can think of other games that can be played
to help children follow rules. There are just two basic
elements in a good "learning" game: it should be goal
oriented and it should be tun! Once. 1 was consulting with
a mother who couldn't get her seven-year-old daughter

Betty to do any chores. She tried every kind of punish
ment and every reward she could think of, but to no avail.

1  suggested that she make the chores into a game, and
recommended one of my daughter's favorite's. The Secret
Treasure .Map Game.

Everv day Mrs. M. drew a treasure map. which showed
the room(s) where the chores were to be done. At the exact

place where the chore was to be performed, Mrs. M.
marked an ".X" on the map, and there she hid a clue. For
example, if Betty had to make her bed, the map showed
an "X" where the bed would be, and there would be a

clue under the bed. The "clues" were really simple pro
blems to be solved: math problems, riddles, trivia ques
tions, etc. Betty wrote down the answer to each problem
on the back of each map, and gave it to her mother after
each chore was done. At the end of the week, if all the
clues were solved correctly, Betty got a special treat.

CHORES TO DO

1. Make your bed.

2. Straighten your desk.
3. Pick up your clothes.

As you can see, the game was really a variation of what
Mrs. M. had already tried to do; namely, reward ap
propriate behavior. But the game made it fun! The game
reframed an adversarial situation into one of cooperation
and play.

These five games are just a few of the ways that you can
help children remember and follow rules. But the real
value of any game regarding rules is to bring up this im
portant issue for discussion. Each game should be an op
portunity for children and adults to talk about the impor
tance of rules and how they affect all of our lives.

Behavioral Hints:

Always be consistent with children. Reward improved
behavior, even if the improvement is a small one. Take the
time to talk to children when they misbehave. Even if they
have nothing to say, they should know how you feel and
how iheir behavior affects others.

Pcrmi>!>.ion to reprint given by I arry Shapiro, The Center for .Applied
P<\eholoev.



Workshops
Facilitator Training
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June 22-26, 1992
Seattle. Washington

Reminder;
Facilitators who riave al'-eady 'aken tr q .vorkshoc
anywhere may repeat m MmneaDOiis for half
price.

The Professional Tool Box
Body Work Proficiency Workshops

Power ond Identity
November 9.1991

Minneopolis, N/linnesoto

Tronsoctionoi Anolysis 101
Morch 13. 14, 1992

Minneopolis. Minnesoto
A Friday evening and ail day Saturday overview of
TA theory and practice.

Write to WE for details on the workshops.
Edited by Jean Illsley Clarke
Designed bv Kreatz Art/Advertising
WE
16535 9th Avenue N.
Minneapolis, MN 55447
• Ideas and activities or

materials to use individually
or in support groups.

S15.00 per year (6 issues)
$20.00 American in

Canada and Europe
$25.00 in Australia

newsletter for people who care about self esteem

Subscription Order Form
Enclosed find S for a

one year subscription:

Opening Activity
for focubiny Oft family rules

togfc
'e ' .C'. acojt one

of ci'y-n voiuea
-0' ohO OS- •^e-

'"uie t^o' he' ''ai^ ■
was helpful to ne-
introduce your Da^*'~e^ ana tel l the
group wnot her fornily ruie was it she is
wilting for you to shore mat information

Closing Activity
At the end of the meeting, briefly review
the activities of the meeting
• Ask several people to share the most

important thing they learned or were
reminded of about rules.

• Ask for Resentments Listen to resent
ments, do not defend or explain.

• Ask for Appreciotions.
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